Tennis Match Results  
Northern Iowa vs Milwaukee Tennis  
Mar 08, 2019 at Milwaukee, Wis.  
(River Glen Elite)

Milwaukee Tennis 6, Northern Iowa 1

**Singles competition**
1. Alex Belle (MKE) def. Lynch, Reghan (UNI) 6-0, 6-1
2. Toledo, Claudia (UNI) def. Nicole Clarke (MKE) 6-3, 6-1
3. Mayya Perova (MKE) def. Proudfoot, Harri (UNI) 6-2, 7-6
4. Agata Jurczak (MKE) def. Phillips, Daisy (UNI) 2-6, 6-0, 6-2
5. Nikki Milner (MKE) def. Valentina, Caro (UNI) 7-5, 6-1
6. Anna Daniel Fuentes (MKE) def. Patterson, Davi (UNI) 7-6 (4-0), 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Nicole Clarke/Mayya Perova (MKE) def. Lynch, Reghan/Toledo, Claudia (UNI) 6-2
2. Alex Belle/Anna Daniel Fuentes (MKE) def. Proudfoot, Harri/Valentina, Caro (UNI) 6-1
3. Phillips, Daisy/Fain, Olivia (UNI) def. Agata Jurczak/Loren Nelson (MKE) 6-3

Match Notes:  
Northern Iowa 2-3  
Milwaukee Tennis 6-6  
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (1,2,5,3,4,6)